Abstract In this paper, we propose a feedback implosion algorithm delays the segment until the probability of suppression (FIS) algorithm that reduces the volume of feedback retransmission for the segment is less than a specified traffic from receivers in a multicast group over a geostationary upperbound value. The paper shows that the scheduling policy satellite network. The system considered in this paper includes a improves the total session delay by reducing the number of reliable multicast transport protocol that operates on top of a segments retransmitted and by exploitation of reported CSI channel-aware scheduler (CAS) framework, a cross layer approach would be more effective receivers are connected to HAP. However, our philosophy in and flexible. In wireless systems where both radio resources this paper is to study reliable multicast transmission in a and power are strictly constrained, resource optimization is satellite deployment without any collaboration with any needed when such opportunity is not guaranteed by the current terrestrial network infrastructure. layered protocol stack.
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Abstract In this paper, we propose a feedback implosion algorithm delays the segment until the probability of suppression (FIS) algorithm that reduces the volume of feedback retransmission for the segment is less than a specified traffic from receivers in a multicast group over a geostationary upperbound value. The paper shows that the scheduling policy satellite network. The system considered in this paper includes a improves the total session delay by reducing the number of reliable multicast transport protocol that operates Network Controller (RNC) decides which receivers to update this phenomenon could result in a holding up of uplink their feedback messages in the next collection period based on resources and cause congestion. Thus, there exists a need for a their CSI in the current cycle. The integration of FIS and CAS suitable FIS policy in this context to complement the CSI modules achieves a degree of full reliability in multicast collection policy as proposed in [2] . In [2] , the authors present transmission over a satellite network without relying on any how feedback implosion problem is tackled by a receivercollaboration between receivers, or on any infrastructure other selection policy onto a fixed number of available uplink slots. than the satellite network.
However, the percentage of suppressed receivers due to collision is still high although a collision avoidance strategy Keywords-feedback implosion suppression, reliable has been proposed, causing high average error between the transmission, multicast, satellite communication.
CSI collected using FIS at the RNC, and the CSI measured at the user's terminal. I [4] . The propagation parameters calculates a new probability of retransmission for block i at are recommended values to match the extracted time-series every collection period n, PRt, (n) by a two-step process:
parameters from measurement. The channel model is based on 1) Let N denote the set of active receivers at the start of the specific propagation environments namely suburban and collection period n at time t=nT where T is the collection woodedt a r e s . 200} number of active receivers using 10% of contention slots in every NACKDelayTimer. If a request to access a contention V. CSI UPDATES USING RANDOM ACCESS MECHANISM slot collides with another request to the same slot, then the A random access mechanism to access the uplink slots is receivers randomly access another slot. In each attempt, a new compared with our integrated FIS and channel-aware CSI are readily available, which is calculated every tupdats scheduler (FIS+CAS) policy. In the random access mechanism (seconds). At the receivers' terminal, after the last segment of the transport protocol is chosen to be MFTP-like because it a multicast block is received, the receivers respond to provides a considerable degree of reliability in transmission of StatusRequest by sending NACK messages if there exists at large files and hence comparable with our proposal. We refer least one segment in the multicast block received in error. In this random access mechanism as MFTP+CSI policy. In this MFTP+CSI, each NACK message triggers access to a policy, a user with NACK semantics after the end of a block contention slot. The offered load on the contention channel reception shall acquire a reservation slot to update its CSI that is due to NACK messages is: values using the contention slots.~~~~R tx~~~~N AKNNACK NAK Correspondingly, the value of PRt,[n] is calculated using PNACK -NNAC K r-IL-NNAcK 2C (14) (2) contentions slots in one frame duration and CC s25 slots. In Fig. 2(a) , the contention channel loading for MFTP±CSI is collection period, the value of N, can be any integer from 0 plotted against number of active receivers N. It is observed to the highest number of contention slots, considering some that the collision rate increases with N due to higher number of feedback messages is lost due to collision. Although feedback receivers with NACKs trying to access a fixed number of contention slots. Then in Fig. 2(b) and (c) In this paper, we propose a feedback implosion suppression shorter span of StatusRequestTimer, which could lead to algorithm that reduces the volume of feedback information shorter session delay and more timely scheduling decision. amongst receivers in a multicast group in order to select and Hence, for further investigation it is proposed to have an assign receivers over a limited number of available uplink adaptive downlink transmission where the size of multicast slots. It complements the CSI collection policy, which collects block is determined depending on the reported CSI. A shorter feedback from active receivers to track down changes of block size gives low normalized file transfer delay but large channel levels. The proposal is compared with a random contention channel loading which can lead to a collision access mechanism that suits the above transport protocol.
problem. In essence, it is an optimization problem where it is
In conclusion, FIS+CAS manage to avoid collision problem intended to set the block size according to PRtx such that both and delays due to random access timers by assigning fixed session delay and contention channel loading are minimized. available uplink slots to selected receivers. Also 
